Villepinte, January 17th, 2020: L'Atelier 1053 will present its Tables Rivières de France from January 17 th to 21st, 2019
at the Maison et Objet fair, the first collection of custom-made and eco-responsible "river" tables entirely made in
France.
An exclusive manufacturing process
These tables, combination of solid wood and resin flows, arrive from the Anglo-Saxon world. After discovering the
concept on streaming videos, the two partners of Atelier 1053, a custom interior design workshop, decide to embark
on the adventure and make their own tables.
"It took us more than a year to find the perfect recipee", explains Emmanuel Maussion, the founder of l'Atelier 1053.
And Ludovic Jouneau, his partner, adds: "We preferred to take the time to produce a quality product that conforms
to our values".
The two craftsmen have indeed tested for months different combinations of wood, resins, shapes to find the ideal
balance between materials. They also reinforced the structure of the tables to guarantee its duration over time,
which is often the weak point of lower quality tables.
Unique and tailor-made products
Each Rivières de France table is unique: the wood is chosen specifically by the two craftsmen. "We rummage through
the sawmills to look for atypical woods, very ribbed," says Emmanuel. "These materials with character would be
refused in an industrial process. This revaluation of authentic and raw materials guarantees the unique side of each
table."
The customers can also personalize dimensions, tree variety, resin color, number of flows, table leg shape… Each
table is named after a French river, completing the circle of this 100% French and unique creation.
A strong local and environmental commitment
The Tables Rivières de France are made from wood from local sawmills (excluding requests for exotic species) and
recycle materials that cannot be used for industrial exploitation. The epoxy resin used for the flows comes from
vegetal products. Finally, the tables are protected by natural finishing oils adapted to a food environment.
Find the models of Rivières de France coffee and dining tables on the booth of Atelier 1053 at Salon Maison et Objet
from January 17th to 21st, 2019.
About l'Atelier 1053
L'atelier 1053, created in Ancenis (44) in 2016 by Emmanuel Maussion and later joined by Ludovic Jouneau, designs
and produces custom-made interior furniture and fittings for its private and professional customers.

